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“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Choices Count

At or near the beginning of each new year many of us make resolutions for the
coming year. These resolutions are usually preceeded by an assessment of some
aspect of our life. After taking inventory and measuring the current status of the
particular part of our life that is being examined, a deficit is discovered — thus
prompting a resolution to make some sort of positive move toward improvement
in that particular area.

The key to resolving to change something in our lives is making the choice to do
so and then following up with the multitude of choices that will subsequently be
necessary to gain the desired result. For example, if we set a goal to lose weight
— that decision is accompanied by numerous choices that will have to be made
involving diet, exercise, sleep, etc. Each of those choices then will require still
more choices that when all are put together — the one goal can be attained.
Making the wrong choices in one or more areas following the original resolution
will — at the very least hinder our effort in reaching the goal — if not stop our
progress completely. The choices we make along the way are what counts in the end.

As adults, many of us know how difficult it can be to simply lose weight even
when we are fully aware of the various choices and committments that will be
necessary to do so. But let’s consider for a moment how even more difficult it is
for a person seeking to accept Christ and resolving to start a new life with a
committment to serve Him. Just imagine the numerous choices he or she will be
challenged to make at least on a daily basis if not more often. Even with the
realization of the great gift salvation offers, the change in direction that might
accompany that gift can be substantial. Questions are sure to come to mind.
Questions like — what will my wife/husband, children, mother, father, brother,
sister, fellow workers, social friends think of my new found commitment? How
will they react to my need to allocate time, money and focus toward serving in
the Kingdom that will pull attention away from some of my previous priorities?

There is a great deal to be said about our responsibility as Christians to prepare
prospective believers to count the cost of their decision. They will need to make
informed choices regarding the people and the various aspects of their lives that
will be touched by their decision to make a commitment to Christ.

“Large crowds were traveling with Jesus, and turning to them he said:
‘If anyone comes to me and does not hate his father and mother, his
wife and children, his brothers and sisters — yes, even his own life —
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and start the whole rat race over again the next day. This goes on for five days of the
week — then comes the weekend. Saturday is filled with shopping, cleaning,
laundry, sports games and at best— a very small amount of “down time.” Sunday
comes — and the family is off to worship and class and then Sunday evening
services — and there’s also been a mid-week Bible study to fit into this schedule.

Question: What time is there to make choices (much less teach how to make
choices in this schedule — they’re all already made by the schedule itself. We
all know that there are times during the child rearing years that we feel more
than 24 hours a day is needed just to do what has to be done. So, what can par-
ents do while running those schedules demanded by today’s society?

Here are some things we might be able to do for our children in the course of each
day that will imitate the way God deals with us. Doing these things will in turn teach
our children some characteristics of God that will help them to understand the need to
make choices that are pleasing to Him as well as to us, as parents.
• Be there — ready to go to bat for our children. God is always with us (Rom. 8:31).
• Love them because you love them, not because of their strenths, abilities or
weaknesses. God loves us in spite of our weakness (Romans 8:35-39). 
• Show the same degree of patience that we want from God. We know what
he puts up with from us (Rom. 2:4).
• Have concern for the growing pains of children while they learn to make good
decisions. God’s concern for us was greater than for His Son (Matt. 26:39). 
• Let no problem or situation be too great or too small to get attention. God’s
concern for us runs deep (John 14:13-14).
• Know the company our children choose to keep. Don’t choose for them but
steer them into choosing wisely (I Cor. 15:33). Be parents who react as parents,
not as parents who need the child to be their friend (Heb. 12:6).
• Be ready to listen twenty four hours a day. God is (Matt. 6:8).
• Know the needs of our child before he or she asks. Be ready to meet them. Be
sensitive to needs from the child’s perspective. Never treat any request as trivia,
but discuss it’s merits or lack thereof. This trains in choice making (Matt 6:8).
• Assure children that love goes beyond their choices. They will always be
loved. God always loves us — even at our worst (Rom. 5:8).
• Use everyday news and circumstances as teaching tools. Make no subject
off limits when a child raises a question (Gen. 18:22-32). As adults, we must
deal with all subjects in honest, understandable language. God did.

Finally — the most important thing to remember — choosing for a child lasts
one choice at a time. Training the child to choose will last a lifetime.
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their children choose to make poor choices. Those children are the ones who
will pay the price for making bad decisions. So those children must understand
that many of the choices they make in their lives will require commitment as
well as have consequences. At the earliest possible age, they must be trained by
their parents to know what a powerful tool they hold in their own hands. Their
decisions can then be made with the realization that their parents have simply
aligned all of the instructions given to them with what God would have them do.
Let’s pause a moment and discuss the portion of that sentence above that states:
“...with the realization that their parents have simply aligned all of the instructions
given to them with what God would have them do.” Since we as Christian parents,
are God’s children, that statement doesn’t just apply to our children. It applies to
each of us as well. It shouldn’t be a surprise to parents when their children fail
to listen to their advise if the parents themselves have failed to align themselves
with what God would have them do. (Perhaps the old adage — “a taste of our
own medicine” — comes to mind here). In the previous issue of Diligence, we
discussed that there are several lessons parents can draw from observing the
ways in which God dealt with His children. We noted that there was a pattern that
we can imitate. We saw that First — He instructed in a way that was clearly
understood by His children. Second — He allowed His children to choose whether
or not they would follow His instruction. Third — when His instructions were not
followed, He chose to either 1) use discipline, 2) allow the natural consequence
to occur, 3) punish the offender or 4) instruct again. Let’s go a step further now
and ask if there is anything in the Scriptures that suggests how we might train
— and therefore develop the ability for — children to discern in such a way that
making the right choices becomes apparent to them?

Scripture makes the statement —
“Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will
not depart from it.” (Proverbs 22:6 KJV)

“Train up a child ... and ... he will not depart....” So Scripture states that proper
training will result in a proper end result. This suggests that God has provided the
way in which children should be trained as well as promising what will be the
end result if that training is done. But how to accomplish that proper training in
today’s over-stressed society is the question asked by so many parents.

Priorities created and demanded by the secular world today place a great deal of
pressure on Christian parents. The cost of living is driven by dual income families.
Dual incomes require dual amounts of time away from the home and away from
the children. Child rearing responsibilities naturally have to shift to a care giver
for eight to ten hours a day. At the end of the work day, an already stressed
father, mother and children arrive at home — have a quick meal — do a few
necessary chores — do some homework — rush out the door for music, dance
lessons or after school sports practices three or four evenings a week —get back
home — finish the homework — maybe, watch a little TV and call it a day —

he cannot be my disciple. And anyone who does not carry his cross and
follow me cannot be my disciple. Suppose one of you wants to build a
tower. Will he not first sit down and estimate the cost to see if he has
enough money to complete it? For if he lays the foundation and is not
able to finish it, everyone who sees it will ridicule him, saying, “This
fellow began to build and was not able to finish.” Or suppose a king is
about to go to war against another king. Will he not first sit down and
consider whether he is able with ten thousand men to oppose the one
coming against him with twenty thousand? If he is not able, he will send
a delegation while the other is still a long way off and will ask for terms
of peace. In the same way, any of you who does not give up everything
he has cannot be my disciple.’” (Luke 14:25-33 �IV)

Not all prospective believers will face the same level of challenge when resolving
to committ their lives to Christ. The cost is quite often very different from person
to person. For example, Christian families who have children that are raised in an
environment that has already included regular attendance at worship services,
Bible study, prayer at meals etc., will obviously not face the same multitude of
follow-up choices as would those who have never included such practices in their
lifestyle. Therefore the cost of making the decision to commit one’s life to
Christ is not something that is always equally evaluated. There’s often very little
if any, change in the practices to which some are already committed. For this
reason, many children who have lived in a Christian environment all of their lives,
grow into adult members of the Body without ever comprehending the cost and
committment involved with their decision. Children of Christian families are
often able to simply continue along in the commitment level they have pretty
much always perceived to be acceptable within their congregation and the family
of which they have been a part of for all of their lives. In fact for children who
grow up “in the Body” it is almost assumed that they will be baptized at an
appropriate age. So when that “appropriate” age comes and goes and nothing
happens, parents (and fellow Christians alike) start becoming nervous and anxious.
They begin to indicate to those youngsters in various ways that it’s time for them to
consider making “the right decision.” So in these instances, it might be fair to say that
peer pressure — not evaluation and recognition of cost and commitment — is
possibly the driving force responsible for their decision to be baptized.

So — what’s the point we’re making here. Is there one? Yes there is! The point is
that as Christian parents, it’s imperative that we recognize that the power of
individual choice is an extremely powerful tool given to us by God Himself.
Because that tool is so very powerful, Christian parents should give a great deal of
consideration as to exactly how they can train children to make choices that are
their own choices — made with a full and complete understanding of the commit-
ment involved as well as a full and complete understanding of the consequences
involved with every choice they make. Christian parents must keep in mind that in
most circumstances — they will not be the ones who will suffer the consequences if
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